Being convinced in my own mind that I have been the inconstant with respect to writing you & especially the last time must be to apologize at a little inconvenience to convince you that it was not from a principle of inconstancy, I have not at first memory known in, and not having settled myself in any room was obliged to tell you what I was in the midst of a parley of lines, who were making a parley; could inform you by writing I could of my arrival here, but I am afraid that you were barely able to read it, & when you had read it, it may understand the controversy which proceeded entirely from a hurry & the situation I was in with a crowd of boys who were advising against any parcel of nonsense; I would even have argued a philosophy to have wrote anything with such accuracy or to have presented many written arguments on any subject of nature; one more especially, & this is a new wind at which nothing & one who more properly to be a proficient at it. Nowafter I shall endeavor to take more time & pains in your performances of this nature, but I consider as one of the smallest virtues of gratitude that it is in my power to bestow at present, for the many & innumerable favors which I have been continually receiving from your hand ever since my circumstances, and which I hope I shall never be ungrateful for. I was I should certainly mean, the sentence (corresponding) to be made according to my orders. I have always extolled the importance of one of the most important duties that we owe to the human breast, & which undoubtedly entering the most superior improvements, & especially that if insidious to parents, which certainly is much more than insidious to an individual who may have done another. & I find that the thoughts of insidious or insidious to a parent, who has for years from the under one's conduct, & support him in his highest esteem, when he was not able to praise him, & must consider it, have thought had not been for the support of his parents, and then after getting to the year of maturity, to have guts the laws of humanity do far as I become unanswerable to the parent to whom he owes his support, & consequently his life. He would justify himself to be just to death by the hand of the common executioner, for committing so ruinous a crime, an example to others who might follow this example; and I am certain, if I should ever have to be so unfortunate & unfortunate to be guilty of either of these vices, to such an affectionate wish of your love been, if ever I gave myself to reflect on any reason & if it was not in my power to make amends for that will certainly be thought to be my own executioner, which